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VirtuGrid is a grid location aware technology jointly developed by Dominion and Lockheed Martin to help utilities map the connectivity of the electrical distribution grid.

Grid Location and Power Backhaul:
      Available for both Network and Radial Grids

      Backhaul of power and other data from specific 
remote points within the distribution grids where 
other communication backhaul methods may not 
have coverage or may not be reliable  

      Non AMI existing meters can be used with remote 
collection and monitoring of power data

Grid Control Application:
      Controls network connected power equipment 

including network protectors using two-way 
communication developed for the network grid 
application specifically

      Significantly reduces the cost of providing control  
in these very dense customer networks

Portable VirtuGrid Application for Efficiently 
Eliminating MisGrids:
      Provides portable remote devices that can be 

plugged into low voltage secondary points at the 
customer location and manually map the customer 
connection to the substation

      Replaces field resources used to manually track 
connectivity across the grid with a 5 minute test 
being executed by a portable device at the 
customer location being validated

      Correct connectivity information prevents false 
truck rolls during restoration and poor response to 
customer outages that are not mapped to the 
correct grid connectivity and location

High Variability Generation and Load Mapping 
and State Backhaul:
      Mapping and monitoring of high variation loads such  

as PV and Batteries across a distribution domain

      Tracks resources accurately using Remotes and collection 
of critical state data

      Provides a safer environment for utility workers and 
customers while providing a sustainable process to 
increase the compatibility of the distribution grid with  
a higher density of these devices

MicroCVR Implementation at the Customer or Campus Level:
      Integrates with VirtuGrid to implement conservation 

voltage reduction at the customer site 

      Voltage readings are taken at the Remotes and used to 
set the voltage levels across the control point at an 
optimum operating level for maximizing energy efficiency

Become Grid Location Aware (GLA) 
VirtuGrid enables data (voltage, power, energy readings, GPS location, phase and circuit connectivity) to be sent 
from the remote location to the substation over the same path as the power, enabling remote awareness of the 
grid and enhancing its value. VirtuGrid facilitates control and timing of remote communications with multiple types 
of standard down line communication networks with very low bandwidth usage. The result is an integrated physical 
and electrical mapping of the primary and secondary circuits of your distribution network.

VirtuGrid Empowers a Wide Range of Distribution Grid Applications
VirtuGrid has been developed specifically for tightly networked distribution grids with large numbers of source 
circuits to the low voltage network where the customer is connected. VirtuGrid is adaptable in scale, applicable 
to both typical radial distribution grids with circuit cross ties for reliability, as well as low voltage networks 
used primarily in dense large city applications. Multiple VirtuGrid Applications have been developed to provide 
significant value to distribution grids:

VirtuGrid Components
VirtuGrid installs remote communication devices at key 
power delivery points on the distribution grid. These 
Remote points send messages on the power lines back 
to the distribution substation. A Feeder Intelligence 
Module (FIM) is installed on each conductor phase for 
each circuit at the substation and reads the messages 
on the feeder phases sent from the Remote points. The 
FIM system provides critical mapping to the Operator 
including:
        Voltage angle

        Multi-substation, multi-feeder monitoring

         Near real-time monitoring and updates when  
Remote points change feeder or phase

         Scalability considerations assumed the  
following maximum size scenarios:

        -  1,000 substations for the utility with  
2 FIMs at each

        -  12 feeders per substation, for a total of  
12,000 feeders for the utility

        -  2,000 Endpoints per feeder, for a total  
of 24M Endpoints for the utility

        -  FIMs transmit XML data to the VGS once  
every 6 seconds

        -  VGS will process approximately 2,000  
messages per second

VirtuGrid System Characteristics:
1.  The Remote connections for VirtuGrid are all 

on the low voltage (120, 240 volt) side of the 
Grid. There is no primary equipment required 
to implement VirtuGrid Communication and 
Mapping.

2.  The FIM receiver connections for the VirtuGrid 
are all on the low voltage side (extremely 
low burden auxiliary current transformers) 
attached to the standard metering or relaying 
secondary current transformer circuits.

3.  The VirtuGrid engine is the network of 
remote sensors that communicate specific 
information on a scheduled basis from the 
edge of the distribution grid to a central 
database where it is converted into data that 
maintains the accuracy of the distribution grid 
connectivity and tracks the electrical state of 
the distribution grid while providing client 
applications with accurate distribution grid 
connectivity and electrical state.

4.  The VirtuGrid is broken down into a Domain 
structure to match the distribution grid 
characteristics. One Domain represents all of 
the connection points tied to one substation 
electrical bus. This Domain is a substructure of 
the distribution grid. The VirtuGrid Server will 
handle multiple Domains and detect changes 
between these separate domains using the 
remote sensor network.

SEEsuite puts Lockheed Martin’s expertise in developing high-tech solutions for everything from 
complex missile defense systems to state-of-the-art air traffic control to work for the energy sector.  
It’s all part of Lockheed Martin’s commitment to advanced technical innovation.


